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X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a powerful experimental technique to probe the
local order in materials with core electron excitations. Experimental interpretation
requires supporting theoretical calculations. For water, these calculations are very
demanding and, to date, could only be done with major approximations that limited
the accuracy of the calculated spectra. This prompted an intense debate on whether a
substantial revision of the standard picture of tetrahedrally bonded water was necessary
to improve the agreement of theory and experiment. Here, we report a ﬁrst-principles
calculation of the XAS of water that avoids the approximations of prior work, thanks to
recent advances in electron excitation theory. The calculated XAS spectra, and their variation with changes of temperature and/or with isotope substitution, are in good quantitative agreement with experiments. The approach requires accurate quasiparticle wave
functions beyond density functional theory approximations, accounts for the dynamics
of quasiparticles, and includes dynamic screening as well as renormalization effects due
to the continuum of valence-level excitations. The three features observed in the experimental spectra are unambiguously attributed to excitonic effects. The preedge feature is
associated with a bound intramolecular exciton, the main-edge feature is associated
with an exciton localized within the coordination shell of the excited molecule, and
the postedge feature is delocalized over more distant neighbors, as expected for a resonant state. The three features probe the local order at short, intermediate, and longer
range relative to the excited molecule. The calculated spectra are fully consistent with a
standard tetrahedral picture of water.
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Water is the most important material on Earth. Its structure is deﬁned by a hydrogen
bond (H-bond) network whose organization gives rise to its characteristic properties,
such as an increased density upon melting, decreased viscosity under pressure, a density
maximum at 4 °C, high surface tension, and many more (1, 2). Over decades, numerous advanced experimental techniques have been applied to water in order to reveal the
precise character and arrangement of the H-bond network (3–10). Among them, the
core-level X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has emerged as a powerful local probe
of the water structure (4, 6, 10–13), which is complementary to the averaged structural
information obtained in other scattering experiments. First-principles calculations are
indispensable for an unambiguous interpretation of the underlying water structure
from the measured spectra (14–24). However, theoretical modeling of XAS in water has
proved a challenging subject for the past 20 y. Despite extensive studies, a consensus has
yet to be reached (9, 20, 23, 24).
In XAS experiment, a negatively charged core electron is excited by absorbing a
high-energy photon, and leaves behind a positively charged core hole with which it can
interact to form an exciton (25, 26). The electron–hole interaction is expected to be
relatively strong in water, which has a small dielectric constant at characteristic electronic frequencies due to its large band-gap, and the attraction is further strengthened
by the disordered liquid structure, which facilitates the localization of the excited electron near the core hole. Consequently, excitonic effects are believed to play an important role in the XAS of water (18, 27–33). In ﬁrst-principles calculations, the accurate
treatment of many-electron effects in two-particle excitations is computationally formidable (34). Most studies, to date, adopt the static core-hole approximation (14–17, 19,
21, 22, 35), which makes the assumption that the hole is described by the static potential of a single core-level atomic orbital, thus simplifying the correlated electron–hole
excitation to an equivalent one-particle excitation process. Following this assumption,
improved descriptions of the excited electron have been developed and applied in the
past decade, where the electron has been treated within an independent electron
approximation (16), Slater's transition-state method (14, 15, 36, 37), and self-energy
approaches (17, 19, 21, 22, 35). Nevertheless, the reported spectra ﬂuctuate among the
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Signiﬁcance
In X-ray absorption spectroscopy,
an electron–hole excitation probes
the local atomic environment. The
interpretation of the spectra
requires challenging theoretical
calculations, particularly in a
system like liquid water, where
quantum many-body effects and
molecular disorder play an
important role. Recent advances
in theory and simulation make
possible new calculations that are
in good agreement with
experiment, without recourse to
commonly adopted
approximations. Based on these
calculations, the three features
observed in the experimental
spectra are unambiguously
attributed to excitonic effects with
different characteristic correlation
lengths, which are distinctively
affected by perturbations of the
underlying H-bond structure
induced by temperature changes
and/or by isotopic substitution.
The emerging picture of the water
structure is fully consistent with
the conventional tetrahedral
model.
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wave function renormalization due to the electron self-energy
promotes intramolecular excitations over intermolecular excitations by reducing the degree of charge transfer in the H bonds.
This, in turn, shifts the oscillator strength from the main-edge
to the preedge, improving agreement with experiment. Our
calculations accurately predict not only the XAS of water but
also the subtle changes to the spectrum under elevated temperature and isotope substitution. Our work solves long-existing
challenges in the ab initio prediction of the XAS of water,
establishing the essential role of electron–hole and manyelectron interactions in the prediction of the spectral features
and thus drawing an unambiguous path between the excitation
spectrum and the underlying molecular structure. The physical
understanding and computational approach developed here will
be applied in the future to understand XAS experiments in
aqueous solutions, conﬁned water, and water at interfaces.
Theoretical XAS of Water
As shown in Fig. 1A, we present our theoretical XAS spectrum
of liquid water at room temperature. Good agreement can be
seen between theory and experiment in both the spectral width
and spectral intensities in Fig. 1A. In particular, the experimentally observed preedge, main-edge, and postedge features at
∼535 eV, ∼538 eV, and ∼541 eV, respectively, are all well
reproduced by the rigorous treatment of electron–hole dynamics. We note that the absolute energies in our calculated spectra
are red shifted by ∼16 eV compared to the experimental spectra
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various methods, and discrepancies remain between theory and
experiment, raising concerns about the neglect of the core-hole
dynamics and resultant renormalization of the core wave function in the presence of electron–hole interactions. This effect
can be rigorously accounted for within the GW plus
Bethe–Salpeter equation (GW-BSE) method in many-body
perturbation theory in which the excitations are correctly
described as coherent superpositions of band electron–core hole
pairs (27–29, 33, 34, 38, 39). Because of the computational
complexity, the full GW-BSE approach has rarely been applied
to study the XAS of water. A ﬁrst attempt was made by Vinson
et al. (18) a few years ago, which showed reasonable agreement
with experiment. However, the reported spectrum (18) lacks a
discernible postedge feature and has a narrower spectral width
than experiment.
The current difﬁculty in reconciling theoretical and experimental spectra reﬂects long-standing challenges in the theoretical
modeling of water, for both the electronic ground state and the
excited states. For the ground state, density functional theory
(DFT) tends to overestimate the H-bonding strength (40–42).
The H bonds form due to a combination of electrostatic attraction and covalency, which originates from the charge transfer
between a H-bond donor and acceptor. This charge transfer is
greatly overestimated in the generalized gradient approximation
of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) DFT functional
(43), due to the spurious self-interaction and missing derivative
discontinuity of commonly used exchange-correlation (XC)
potentials (44, 45). This error is carried over into the calculation of the excited states in conventional GW-BSE calculations,
which approximate the quasiparticle (QP) wave functions as
the DFT orbitals (34, 38, 39). One way to resolve this is to selfconsistently determine the Green's function in the GW approach
to obtain the QP wave functions (46–48). Additionally, XAS
processes in water are dominated by transitions from the oxygen
core-hole state to conduction band states near the Fermi level. At
the same photon energies, electrons may also be excited from
valence states to high-energy continuum states. Both processes
(which couple quantum mechanically to determine the excitation
spectrum) are included in experiments (25). However, all theoretical studies thus far have neglected the second process involving
the valence to continuum transitions (14–24). A complete treatment of both processes requires one to solve the GW-BSE over
the entire Hilbert space of transitions between occupied and
unoccupied states consistent with the energy of the photon. In
water, this represents a basis of more than 860,000 single-particle
states for a box of 32 water molecules. Due to the computational
burden, such an effect has yet to be examined in water.
Here, we develop an efﬁcient GW-BSE workﬂow that allows
us to calculate the XAS of liquid water from ab initio with
unprecedented accuracy, by combining state-of-the-art methods
for both the ground-state—through the use of path-integral
deep potential molecular dynamics (PI-DPMD) (49) for the
atomic structure—and excited states—through the use of QP
wave functions calculated within the static GW approximation,
frequency-dependent and fully nonlocal treatment of the dielectric response, and a Hilbert space downfolding approach newly
developed to account for the coupling of the core- and valencelevel transitions from the electron–hole kernel of the BSE (50,
51). We ﬁnd that a combination of all these techniques allows
us to reproduce the experimental XAS to a high level of accuracy for both the relative energies of the preedge, main-edge,
and postedge features and their spectral line shape, and their
physical origins. In particular, we ﬁnd that the use of selfconsistent QP wave functions is especially important, since the
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Fig. 1. (A) The experimental (Exp., circles) and theoretical (Theo., solid)
oxygen K-edge XAS of liquid water. The theoretical XAS was generated at
the GW-BSE level using the atomic conﬁguration from a PI-DPMD simulation at 300 K. The experimental data are taken at 296 K from ref. 11. The
theoretical spectrum is rigidly shifted by ∼16 eV to align with the preedge
peak of the experimental spectrum. The theoretical and experimental spectra are normalized in such a way that they have the same area within the
energy range from 532 eV to 546 eV (11, 12). (B) Temperature differential
spectra: theory (solid line) and experiment (11) (circles). The temperature
differences are set to ΔT = 30 K. (C) Isotopic differential (H2O–D2O) spectra:
theory (solid line) and experiment (12) (circles).
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(the onset of the theoretical spectrum is 516 eV compared to
532 eV in experiment). This ∼3% discrepancy in the absolute
excitation energy is within the expected range of the margin of
error of the GW approach for QP energies (52–56). The absolute error of the BSE calculation of exciton binding energies is
much smaller, as reﬂected in the good agreement of the calculated relative peak energies with experiment, since the relevant
energy scale is that of the core exciton binding energy on the
order of a few electronvolts. To facilitate comparison of features
of the calculated and experimental spectra, we aligned all calculated XAS spectra obtained from different individual structures
by using the preedge peaks of the corresponding experimental
spectra. To analyze the character of the electron–hole excitations, we plot the exciton wave functions for states at various
spectral edges (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). The electron–hole excitations at the preedge have strong intramolecular character. The
excited electron is primarily localized on the same molecule as
the core hole (as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S8), so the exciton
can be loosely categorized as Frenkel-like. Compared to the
preedge, the excited electrons at the main-edge are generally
more delocalized. Nevertheless, a certain degree of localization
can still be identiﬁed. At lower excitation energies near the
main-edge, the excited electron is distributed on both the water
molecule where the core hole is localized and the H-bonded
water molecules in the coordination shell. Therefore, the mainedge is primarily composed of intermolecular electron–hole excitations. In sharp contrast, the electron–hole pairs at postedge are
completely delocalized over the cell, which are consistent with
resonant exciton states or interband transitions.
Due to the distinct types of excitations associated with each
feature, the preedge, main-edge, and postedge of the XAS spectrum convey short-range, intermediate-range, and long-range
structural information about the H-bond network of water
(9, 10). Thus, XAS can also probe subtle changes in the H-bond
network of liquid water due to isotopic and temperature changes.
To conﬁrm that our theory captures these changes, we calculate
the differential XAS of water under elevated temperature and isotope substitution as presented in Fig. 1 B and C, respectively.
There is good agreement between theory and experiment for
both the differential temperature and differential isotopic spectra.
As the temperature increases, the coordination of water is further
distorted away from an ideal tetrahedron by weakened H bonds,
which, in turn, promotes the localization of excitons on the
excited water molecule, making both the preedge and main-edge
features more prominent. At the same time, the reduced postedge
in Fig. 1B is consistent with the loss of long-range ordering in
the H-bond network at higher temperatures, which is a wellknown XAS signature when ice melts into water. On the other
hand, the spectral difference between heavy and light water is due
to nuclear quantum effects, under which hydrogen explores the
conﬁguration space more extensively than the heavier deuterium.
As shown in Fig. 1C, more pronounced preedge and main-edge
features are observed in the differential spectrum between H2O
and D2O. While the enhancement of these features is similar to
the enhancement seen at elevated temperature, the nuclear quantum effects do not have a physical origin identical to the spectral
changes, due to elevated temperature. The isotopic changes are
due to the higher degree of local disorder of the protons in the
light water, both intramolecularly and intermolecularly, which
breaks the local tetrahedral coordination and helps localize the
electron–hole excitations. The long-range order, as outer shell
measured by the oxygen–oxygen distribution functions, is relatively unaffected by this local disorder. Thus, the postedge, which
is a signature of long-range ordering, is much less affected by the
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isotope substitution in Fig. 1C. This is consistent with the negligible differences at long-range in the oxygen–oxygen pair distribution functions from neutron scattering experiments (57). The
successful reproduction and explanation of these delicate effects
suggest our ab initio GW-BSE approach is a reliable theoretical
tool to interpret XAS experiments in water.
Many-Body Effects beyond the Conventional
GW-BSE Calculation
Importance of Self-Consistent QP in Electron–Hole Interaction.

Based on the many-body Green’s function method, the
GW-BSE approach rigorously treats the electron–hole excitation via an interaction kernel (34, 39) (K eh ¼ K d þ K x , or
K eh ¼ K d þ 2K x for singlet excitations probed by photons in
the absence of spin–orbit coupling) composed of both a
screened Coulombic attraction K d and an unscreened exchange
repulsion K x . In conventional calculations (34, 39), the
G0W0-BSE scheme is often adopted, in which the QP wave
functions are approximated by the Kohn–Sham (KS) (58) orbitals that determine the electronic ground state density within
DFT. The KS orbitals give only the ground-state density, and
not the electronic ground-state wave function, which can be
quite different from that of the ﬁctitious KS noninteracting system. In ordinary materials, the G0W0-BSE scheme is reasonable
as long as the DFT XC functional gives KS orbitals that are
close to the QP wave functions (28, 39). However, the above
assumption needs to be carefully revisited in water, in view of
the sensitivity of the H bonds to the electron delocalization
error (44, 45). To some extent, the inclusion of some element
of the exact exchange through the use of a hybrid functional
may improve the description of the KS orbitals, but it is still
expected to suffer from spurious charge delocalization and
intrinsic nonlocal and energy-dependent effects of the selfenergy operator (49). In principle, the KS orbitals may still be
different from the QP wave functions even if one has the exact
XC functional and no self-interaction effects.
In water, H bonds are mainly a consequence of the electrostatic attraction between the positive proton and the negative
lone electron pair on a neighboring water molecule. The H
bond is further stabilized by charge transfer from the occupied
orbitals on the H-bond acceptor molecule to virtual orbitals on
the H-bond donor molecule. Because the electrostatic contribution to the H bond is rather weak, the charge transfer process
contributes considerably to the bonding energy even though it is
a higher-order many-body effect (59–61). This charge transfer
effect should be well described in an exact DFT. However, the
practical implementations of XC potentials partially miss the
discrete and quantum nature of electrons, giving rise to the wellknown spurious self-interaction and lack of derivative discontinuity in DFT, which results in an overestimation of the charge
transfer energy due to overdelocalized and mispositioned electronic states (46–48). Thus, unsurprisingly, in our calculations,
the KS DFT orbitals are notably different from the QP wave
functions, as evidenced by the large off-diagonal matrix elements
of the static Coulomb hole plus screened exchange (COHSEX)
self-energy operator in the KS DFT orbital basis,
n ΣðεQP Þ  Vxc n in Fig. 2B. The deviations are largest for
matrix elements between the occupied p bands and the unoccupied state close to Fermi level, since these are the electronic states
involved in the charge transfer processes. The inaccuracy of using
the KS DFT orbitals as QP wave functions in the G0W0BSE@PBE calculation is carried over to the electron–hole excitations, resulting in poor agreement with experiment in the XAS
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2201258119
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Fig. 2. ( A) The theoretical XAS of liquid water based on G0W0-BSE@PBE (blue) and G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0 (black) approaches. The experimental data (11)
are shown with circles. (B) Visualization of the matrix elements of the static GW self-energy in the KS DFT basis illustrates the difference between DFT and
QP eigenstates. The matrix elements are normalized by the diagonal terms. (C and D) The two-dimensional contour plot of the electron density (j Ψ j2 ) difference between G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0 and G0W0-BSE@PBE for excitons in the preedge peak (C) and main-edge peak (D) when the hole is ﬁxed at an oxygen
atom (marked with a white circle). The cutting plane is deﬁned as the plane of H2O with a hole. (E) The average exciton binding energy evaluated at the
onset of the preedge from the G0W0-BSE@PBE and G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0 XAS, together with the contributions of direct term Ebd and exchange term 2Ebx to
the binding energy.

in Fig. 2A. The overdelocalized KS DFT orbitals result in an
underestimation of the electron–hole interactions at the BSE
level. The artiﬁcially weakened electron–hole interaction, in
turn, gives preferences to intermolecular electron–hole excitons
instead of the intramolecular ones. Indeed, compared to experimental data, the XAS spectrum predicted by G0W0-BSE@PBE
in Fig. 2A has a weaker preedge intensity and a more pronounced main-edge intensity. This is consistent with the fact
that oscillation strengths are incorrectly transferred from intramolecular to intermolecular excitations.
In order to accurately model the excitonic effect in water, the
self-consistent QP wave functions (46–48, 62–66) should be
used in describing the electron–hole interaction. Thus, we compute the XAS in water based on the G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0
approach, in which the QP wave functions are obtained by diagonalizing the single-QP Hamiltonian with the static COHSEX
self-energy. The adoption of the self-consistent QP wave function reduces the delocalization error of the QP orbitals near the
Fermi level, and corrects the overestimated charge transfer process along the H-bond direction in DFT. Consequently, the
core hole is more attractive to the excited electrons, thus increasing the oscillator strength of the intramolecular excitons at the
preedge. In Fig. 2 C and D, we present the difference in the electron density of the exciton wave function, when the position of
the hole is ﬁxed on a single oxygen atom for exciton states
obtained by G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0 and G0W0-BSE@PBE
approaches, for typical excitations at the preedge and main-edge
of the XAS. For the exciton at the preedge in Fig. 2A, it can be
clearly seen that the excited electron becomes more localized
around the excited water molecule, where the hole is positioned.
The above largely enhances the intensities of the preedge feature
in XAS, resulting in improved agreement with experiment. Consistent with the increased localization near the core hole, the
average binding energy at the onset of the preedge evaluated
with respect to the QP transition energy is increased by 0.24 eV.
4 of 7
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Further decomposition of the binding energy (Fig. 2E) reveals
that the enhanced binding energy (Eb ¼ Ebd þ 2Ebx ) is due to
the increased direct Coulomb attraction K d between the oxygen
core hole and more localized excited electron state in the selfconsistent QP approach. At the same time, the magnitude of the
repulsive exchange interaction K x increases slightly, since the
excited electron and hole come closer in real space. As dictated
by the optical sum rule, the increased oscillator strength of the
preedge feature in G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0 shifts the oscillator
strength away from the main-edge and postedge. Therefore, an
opposite picture occurs. For a typical electron–hole excitation at
the main-edge, the excited electron becomes more delocalized
around the excited water molecule in G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0
compared to that predicted by the G0W0-BSE@PBE scheme as
shown in Fig. 2D. The resulting decreased intensities of mainedge and postedge in G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0 again improves
agreement between the theoretical XAS and the experimental
measurement.
Coupling of Core-Level and Valence-Level Transitions in XAS.

Conventional theoretical treatments of XAS only consider a Hilbert space restricted to the occupied states and the lowest unoccupied (conduction) states. We will refer to this as subspace A.
Many-body interactions correlate electron–hole excitations in the
same energy range (67). Thus, rigorously, the theoretical treatment of core-level spectra within the BSE approach should
include not only the core hole and lowest unoccupied states but
also their coupling to the manifold of all other transitions with
energy in the range of the core-level excitation (subspace B). A
proper description of XAS thus demands the modeling of all
possible transitions between the initial and ﬁnal states within the
energy of the X-ray photon. As schematically shown in Fig. 3A,
the complete Hilbert space includes not only transitions between
the oxygen 1s core state and the excited electrons in low-energy
regions of conduction band as denoted by subspace A but also
pnas.org
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Fig. 3. ( A) Schematic of the transitions contributing to the experimental
XAS measurement: A, between core states and low-lying conduction states;
B, between valence states and continuum states. (B) The theoretical XAS of
liquid water based on the BSE kernel within A space only (blue) and within
A丣B space (black). The experimental data (11) are shown as circles. (C and
D) The two-dimensional contour plot of the electron density (j Ψ j2 ) difference of the exciton with the hole ﬁx at an oxygen atom (marked with a
white circle) of the preedge (C) and main-edge (D) peaks between GW-BSE
spectra within the A subspace only and the A丣B space, respectively. The
cutting plane is deﬁned as the plane of H2O with a hole.

transitions in the subspace B, between the states in the valence
band states of water and electrons that are excited to the continuum states in conduction band at much higher energies
corresponding to the energy of the X-ray photon (25). The
calculation of XAS of water within the entire Hilbert space
(H ¼ A丣B) encounters a signiﬁcant barrier in computing tens
of thousands of QP wave functions, and the subsequent treatment of a large number of electron–hole pair interactions in the
BSE is computationally unfeasible within the constraint of current computer resources. Therefore, all theoretical calculations to
date (9, 26) have considered only electron–hole pairs within the
subspace A, and it was assumed that couplings to the continuum
of transitions from subspace B are small.
Here, we employ a method to account for the coupling
between core-level excitons formed within subspace A and the
continuum of valence-level transitions through a matrix downfolding approach. In this approach, the full Hilbert space is
downfolded to subspace A. For core excitons, the contribution
of the direct Coulomb interaction to the downfolding is small
due to the orthogonality of core states in subspace A and
valence states in subspace B. For the exchange interaction, the
downfolding is exactly equivalent to screening the exchange
term with the polarizability due to electron–hole transitions in
subspace B (50, 51, 68). Using this approach allows us to compute the XAS of liquid water including the coupling of the
core–conduction and valence–conduction transitions. Even
within this approach, the calculation of the dielectric screening
for the downfolding remains a signiﬁcant computational cost
when extended to multiple snapshots of liquid water. Consequently, we perform one fully ab initio calculation of the
screened exchange and use that to parametrize a scaling of the
exchange interaction that mimics the ab initio screening. (SI
Appendix, Validation of the HL-GPP Model in Liquid Water for
details).
The resulting XAS within the subspace A only and the
downfolded Hilbert space (H ¼ A丣B) are shown in Fig. 3B.
It can be clearly seen in Fig. 3B that the spectrum generated
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from the downfolding of the complete Hilbert space is well
approximated by the spectrum from subspace A. This is consistent with the expectation that the strong excitonic effects results
in a large oscillator strength for the core-level excitons and
comparatively weak coupling to the valence continuum. Nevertheless, the transition from subspace B provides a small but
noticeable renormalization effect to the overall XAS. Within
the downfolding approach, the renormalization effects from
subspace B are equivalent to applying a screened exchange Keffx
on the coupling of the electron–hole excitations in subspace A.
The less repulsive electron–hole interaction means that the
overall electron–hole interaction becomes more attractive via
the GW-BSE kernel (K eh ¼ K d þ Keffx ). In particular, the excitons at the preedge and main-edge, respectively, become even
more strongly bound around the core hole as shown in Fig. 3
C and D, which unsurprisingly, yields enhanced oscillator
strength at both the preedge and the main edge. With the
above renormalization, the intensity at the postedge slightly
decreases, as dictated by the optical sum rule. Compared to the
conventional XAS computed from subspace A only, the current
theoretical XAS in water considering the full Hilbert space yields a
noticeably improved agreement with experiment.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we show that the XAS of liquid water can be
accurately predicted by electron–hole excitation theory through
the ab initio GW-BSE approach. In addition to the self-energy
and excitonic effects, more sophisticated many-body effects
beyond conventional one-shot GW-BSE approaches are
required for calculations on water, due to the delicate nature of
the H-bond network. On the one hand, QP wave functions,
obtained by diagonalizing the self-energy operator, should be
used instead of the conventional KS DFT orbitals. The
employment of self-consistent QP wave functions corrects the
overestimated charge transfer processes in DFT and yields signiﬁcantly improved spectral features. On the other hand, we
have also considered electron–hole excitations in the complete
Hilbert space, which further yields a noticeable improvement
in the agreement of the XAS with experiment. The previously
neglected interactions between core-level excitations and the
excitations of valence band to a higher-energy conduction band
results in a nonnegligible renormalization of the XAS. Interestingly, the agreement of the calculated spectra with experiment
showed systematic improvement with the removal of key
simplifying approximations.
Our current work provides a rigorous framework for solving
the long-standing challenge of modeling the XAS of liquid
water from ﬁrst principles. The accurate predictions from our
approach will further help resolve the controversy of the last
two decades in the spectral interpretation of the underlying
H-bond network. Our simulations show that a fully ﬁrstprinciples approach can lead to XAS spectra in good agreement
with experiment without requiring a drastic revision of the
standard picture of the tetrahedral H-bond network of water.
Furthermore, our work suggests that the high-level many-body
effects can play crucial roles in the electron–hole excitations for
materials such as water. With further algorithmic optimization
and access to advanced computer platforms, the methodologies
developed in this work are ready to be widely applied to aqueous systems, such as ionic solutions, conﬁned water, and water
at interfaces, as well as other donor–acceptor systems, such as
molecular crystals, where the charge transfer effect is important.
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2201258119
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Materials and Methods
The molecular structures used in our XAS calculation were extracted from the trajectories of PI-DPMD simulation, where the neural network potential was trained
using DFT data based on the hybrid strongly constrained and appropriately
normed (SCAN0) XC functional (49). Our PI-DPMD simulations were performed
in the canonical ensemble (NVT) ensemble at T = 300 and 330 K for H2O and T
= 300 K for D2O with periodic boundary conditions. The cubic cell contains 32
water molecules, while the size is adjusted to have the same density as the
experimental value. The temperature was controlled by using an eight-bead ring
polymer with a color noise path-integral generalized Langevin equation thermostat (i.e., PIGLET) (69) in PI-DPMD. The SCAN0 XC functional is on the fourth
rung on Perdew’s metaphorical Jacob’s ladder (70), which represents the hierarchy of functional approximations in DFT. Previous work showed the predicted
water properties are in better agreement with experiment when SCAN0 is used
in place of its nonhybrid counterpart (49).
Our GW-BSE XAS calculation was performed using a modiﬁed version of the
BerkeleyGW (38, 39, 71) package. The multiple-projector norm-conserving pseudopotentials that match the all-electron potentials for oxygen and hydrogen
were generated using the Optimized Norm-Conservinng Vanderbilt PSeudopotential (ONCVPSP) package (72). To obtain the QP wave functions, we ﬁrst calculated the DFT KS orbitals at the level of the GGA-PBE (43) XC functional with a
wave function plane wave cutoff of 200 Ry, and then self-consistently updated
the wave functions at the GW level in the static limit (static COHSEX). We found
that a single self-consistent update was sufﬁcient to obtain the QP wave functions within static COHSEX. Then, a standard one-shot G0W0 calculation was performed on top of the static COHSEX QP wave functions and energies. In the
G0W0 calculation, dielectric screening was included through the full nonlocal
dielectric matrix calculated within the random phase approximation. Plane-wave
components up to 20 Ry were included in the dielectric matrix, and 10,000
bands were included in the sum over states for the polarizability and the electron
self-energy. The frequency dependence in the dielectric matrix was captured
using the Hybertsen–Louie generalized plasmon-pole model (38). The BSE calculation based on QP wave function (G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0) for XAS spectra was
performed by restricting the BSE basis to transitions between 32 core
states (corresponding to the 32 oxygen 1s states) and 160 unoccupied states.
Coupling to the space of valence to continuum transitions was included by
downfolding the full Hilbert space to the basis on which we solved the BSE (see
section, Coupling of Core-Level and Valence-Level Transition in XAS). The diagonalization of the BSE Hamiltonian yields the two-particle (electron–hole) exciton
states, which were used to construct the XAS, which corresponds to the imaginary part of the dielectric function (ε2 ). To alleviate the computational burden,
we have computed the optical transition matrix elements by using the momentum operator p instead of the velocity operator v in the G0W0-BSE@sc-GstaticW0
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